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The aparment in a 1930s tenement block in Warsaw’s Old Ochota district. A staircase with terrazzo steps and 
decades-old simple brass lamps leads to it. This small serving of authentic modernist details goes in line with 
the facade that maintains the same style.

The flat is located in a 1930s tenement block in Warsaw’s Old Ochota district. A staircase with terrazzo steps 
and decades-old simple brass lamps leads to it. This small serving of authentic modernist details goes in line 
with the facade that maintains the same style.

Piotr is a cardiologist, but art is what he is passionate about. He was looking for a flat that clearly 
communicates the aesthetic quality of its space. Unfortunately, the flat underwent a major renovation which 
changed its aesthetics and sacrificed its modernist character. The challenge I undertook was to rediscover the 
original spirit of this space and to take care of an important aspect – comfort and functionality.

Only select few elements of the pre-existing furnishing were retained: doors, a cocklestove and a desk. The 
doors were restored and had brass doorhandles added. The desk was a big surprise. It stood, virtually alone, 
in this newly bought space, not really attracting much attention. As it turned out, it contains a multitude of 
secret compartments and is covered with details of exquisite beauty. After restoration, it became a totem of this
space. The cocklestove, though laden with imperfections, serves as a beautiful witness of the past. The 
recesses that were once used to keep dishes warm have had carpentry added in order to enable different, 
modern use. An induction hob has been added, restoring the original role of the stove, which makes it not only 
a decoration, but also a functional complement to the kitchen.

The flat is 75 sqm large. My design task was not to squeeze as many rooms as possible out of it, because it 
was intended for a single person and could remain voluminous. Limiting the kitchen to a basic set of functions 
saved space for a table. This makes the spacious living room, which forms the obvious centre of this interiors, 
a place of pure rest. It contains items-objects, each of which has enough space for itself. There is also space 
for art, that the owner surrounds himself with.

LIVING ROOM

sofa - HAY, Mags

coffee table - B&B ITALIA, Alanda

armchair - VITRA, vintage, Coconut Chair

armchairs - obviously, vintage, Wassily Chair

carpet – NOMAD

bookshelves – vintage

standing lamp - FOSCARINI, Orbital Terra

standing lamp - DCW EDITIONS, MANTIS BS1

hanging lamp - ULTRALIGHT, 1923



painting - Tomasz Opaliński

collage on the floor - MOTYW PRINT

drawing on bookshelves - Gustaw Baumiller

wall lamps – MISSALIANCE

BEDROOM

bed - NAP, CUBE

desk – vintage

chair- GUBI, Masculo

carpet – NOMAD

hanging lamp - ULTRALIGHT, 1964

wall lamps - LE KLINT, Mutatio

graphics - Aleksandra Cieślak

graphics over the desk - Tomasz Opaliński

desk lamp - DCW EDITIONS, MANTIS BS3

KITCHEN

table - VITRA, Gueridon Table

chairs - 366 Concept, 200-190 Chair

hanging lamps – PHOLC

wall lamps – MISSALIANCE

graphics - MOTYW PRINT


